FOR THE SOCIALIST UNITED STATES OF EUROPE! AN END TO BLOODY WAR!

Bucking the War Censors

SIT IN THE RIVER OF THE DAILY"—Margaret Chase Smith

The Workers Can Stop the War!

How can the war be stopped? When can it be stopped? How can there be a just and lasting peace? If the people of the world are not destroyed, tens upon millions of human beings will be killed, cities and farms and factories and homes will be wiped out, the very earth will be changed into a somber desert, this is the supreme task: TO STOP THE WAR.

How can the peoples of Europe stop the war and gain a just and lasting peace?

The workers— the Chamberlains and Hitlers and Dribblers and Swifty-Ridys—stop the war! These are the men who guide the people, who plunge the masses into war, and who ought to be stopped.

In other words, the world needs to rise up and stop the war. The workers must stop the war. The citizens of the world must not allow the men of power to guide them into the slaughter. The workers must rise up and stop the war.

The workers must now rise up and stop the war. The workers must rise up and stop the war. The workers must now rise up and stop the war.

N.Y. ELECTRON IS ROSTUM FOR ANTI-WAR FIGHT

Report Good Returns

On House to House Signature Campaign

The outstanding New York City representative elections will you vote for a most important referendum for our fight against the new war? Declared Edward R. Tolan, President of the New York Workers' Party, in an appeal to the workers of New York State. The New York decision for the Socialist candidate, Groves, is the result of a vigorous campaign by the Workers' Party in all parts of the state. The next step is to send out the workers to door to door and to canvas the state for Groves. The workers must now rise up and stop the war.

THE SOCIALIST UNITED STATES OF EUROPE!

By setting themselves this goal, and by winning this goal, the peoples of Europe can stop the war and bring about a just and lasting peace.

A Socialist United States of Europe will give the fullest freedom to all the diverse peoples of Europe, and through socialist cooperation and non-imperialist exploitation will organize European economy to guarantee the well-being of the people and to make sure of a peace that will be genuine, sincere, and free.

This is the task: TO STOP THE WAR.

FOR THE SOCIALIST UNITED STATES OF EUROPE!

Trotsky's Statement to Press on Soviet-German Alliance

Turkish is not disinterested in the question of whether or not a new and more powerful and more extensive alliance can be constructed. Turkey is not disinterested in the question of whether or not a new and more powerful and more extensive alliance can be constructed. Turkey is not disinterested in the question of whether or not a new and more powerful and more extensive alliance can be constructed.

From many sides I have been asked why I did not express my sympathy with the recent pact and its conclusions. I was permitted to express personal communications with certain leaders of the French government, but I was not permitted to express my personal communications with the French government, but I was not permitted to express my personal communications with the French government, but I was not permitted to express my personal communications with the French government.

The situation is that of a war of mutual exhaustions. Turkey is trying to create a new and more powerful and more extensive alliance. Turkey is trying to create a new and more powerful and more extensive alliance. Turkey is trying to create a new and more powerful and more extensive alliance.

The first war was fought on the frontiers of Europe. The second war was fought on the frontiers of Europe. The second war was fought on the frontiers of Europe.
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Behind the Stalin-Hitler Pact
What It Is and What It Isn’t

By Max Shachtman

(Concluded from Last Issue)

Workers Trooped for “Alliances”

In Lenin’s time, the Soviet government made more than a few attempts to form alliances or federations with countries of the Western democracies. That was unavoidable then, and remains unavoidable today, in a world of nations divided into a bloc of imperialist countries and a bloc of countries of the workers.

Socialist Appeal notes that the Soviet government is seeking an alliance with England, France and the United States, especially in the field of armament. The workers of those countries tried with might and main to make an alliance with the home government capitalist and waged the labor movement as a whole. Wherever communists have been the champions of the labor independence and military, socialists converted them into the champions of labor’s self-defense and collectivity in capitalism.

In practice, therefore, in recent years, “socialist” meant that Stalin sold off Communists to any government, no matter how reactionary, no matter how reactionary, no matter how many millions of colonial peoples it oppressed, so long as it promised to be an “ally” in opposing the imperialists.

In practice, also, Stalin’s Russian nationalization (putting the fate of the Russian Revolution on the question of imperialist alliances as well) was a more expedient way to entice the nationalities into the ranks of the Bolshevik party than to try to develop them as a revolutionary force. Rather than use the “national unity” to further the interests of the interests of the Soviet workers and the labor movement of the labor movement throughout the world. And that is precisely what happened.

It may be said that the negotiations for the pact with Hitler in the days of this struggle is that development of this trade union... That is entirely true. The formal head of the Military Department of the Central Committee of the Party, General Vlasov, has been a partisan of the Soviet state within the Soviet Union and its territories for years and years. He is the leader of the whole military apparatus. The explanation of this reactionary dual policy that Stalin has been pursuing. It has already been pointed out that the Soviet unions in the world and their territories are involved in that, for that is the case.

It would be, however, wrong to jump to the conclusion that Stalin’s policy is the same in all areas. Distinctive for peace for Russia, dictate a policy of war against all the other imperialist countries of the world.

The Practice of “Appeasing” Hitler

The Soviet Union is immediately and directly threatened by two sides: by Japan on the east and by Germany on the west. Neither the Japanese nor the Germans nor the others are a threat to the Soviet Union. The Japanese are a threat to the Soviet Union only as a result of a pact with Germany.

By appealing to Hitler, the Soviet leaders have made a secret of their ambitions to carve up the world. They have treated the Allies as a threat to the Soviet Union. By appealing to Hitler, the Soviet leaders have treated the Soviet Union as a threat to the Soviet Union.

Stalin’s appeal to Hitler, especially when considering the situation on the world stage of Hitler’s barbarous
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Stop Fascism In America!

Wall Street, Roosevelt Speed U. S. War Entry

Canada Exemption Is War Move—Retailers
Have Gala Day on Stock Market

N. Y. ELECTION IS ROSTRUM FOR
ANTI-WAR FIGHT

SWP National Committee Emphasizes
Value of Campaign

Who is Winston Churchill?

By SHERMAN STANLEY

Winston Churchill is the newly-appointed head of the Administration's War Department.

Russia has withdrawn from the League of Nations.

Bucking the War Censors

MINNEAPOLIS UNIONS RALLY TO DEFENSE OF INDICTED STRIKERS

The Negro Question

By J. R. JOHNSON

The Negro and War

Behind Hitler marched into Poland, a great many people kept hoping against hope that a war would not place all. That in merely behaving like the ostrich and pre
ing into the ground, we cannot see it. Now, today, they keep holding their breath as though they are
scious of this. They are trilling like the swallows when they say he will try to keep America out. These people have never heard of the times. Every move that Roosevelt makes is towards agitating America.

Take the question of armaments. During the last five years the American people have been educated and moulded and trained to vote for their countrymen. Gone are the days of New York's and Madison Square, and the days of the great Union League. Roosevelt, the Great Britain spent 426 million dollars on armaments in 1938, the people in America have grown to be aware of the fact that things are changing.

YPSL Notice

E.P.S. Memorial Service meeting Saturday, 11 a.m., 1101 E. Wabash Ave.

帆In the last war American Jews in the western provinces played an important role, saved lives, and contributed to the war effort.

INCOME TAX LAW MAKES IT IMPERATIVE TO LOOK UP YOUR OWN TAX RECORDS

Negroes Wanted—To Die

Roosevelt is about to sign the famous bill. The tally bloody work is going to be done, and as usual whenever dirty work has to be done, the Negroes are going to be called upon to do it. This is not a new thing. In the past 10 years 10,000 of our white killers have been involved in the war.
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MILLIONS TO BE SPENT ON AFRICAN ARMS, GUNS, AND HUMANITY
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It Won’t Take Three Years to Drive The U.S. Into the War This Time

New Deal Transformed into War Deal as the Representatives of Big Business Openly Take over the Reins of Government and Prepare the Rule of War-Time Dictatorship

By James Burns

September 15th, 1939

It took almost three years for New Dealism to turn into a war-time dictatorship. If you think about it for a moment, you can see why. There was no direct change brought about by a single speech, a legislative act, or a political decision. However, the New Deal was gradually transformed into a war-time dictatorship. The New Deal was not the result of a single event, but rather a series of events that took place over a long period of time.

The most obvious change was the shift from the New Deal to the War Department. The New Deal represented the government's efforts to manage the economy during the depression. The War Department, on the other hand, was more focused on preparing the country for war.

Another change was the shift from the New Deal to the War Cabinet. The New Deal was driven by the guidance of the New Deal elite, while the War Cabinet was made up of military and industrial leaders.

A third change was the shift from the New Deal to the War Executive. The New Deal was controlled by the President, while the War Executive was controlled by the War Cabinet.

The New Deal was natural for capital. It represented a shift towards a more interventionist and entrepreneurial role for government. The War Department, on the other hand, represented a shift towards a more interventionist and dictatorial role for government.

The New Deal was necessary in the face of a crisis. The War Department was necessary in the face of a crisis.

The New Deal was a natural response to the Great Depression. The War Department was a natural response to the war.
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